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Recent results have shown that the dependence of fluorescence signals on magnetic field can
become a promising way to advance the development of optically pumped magnetometers [1].
One such way is to observe level-crossing signals in alkali vapour for the D2 transition [2]. In the
present study we show that also the fluorescence from D1 line of rubidium can be used to measure
magnetic field, as it provides expressive signal dependence on external magnetic field. We have
observed both experimentally and theoretically two oppositely circularly polarised laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF) component dependence on the magnetic field (Fig.1.). The exciting electric
field E is in a π/4 angle with respect to the magnetic field B, and the observation direction is
perpendicular to the plane of E and B. We set this geometry as the main goal of our project is to
observe angular-momentum alignment-to-orientation conversion in the ground state of rubidium
atoms. Nevertheless, in the fluorescence signal some profound structures at particular magnetic
field values appear. The formation of these structures can be attributed to magnetic sub-level
scanning in the external magnetic field. When the energy difference between two particular
magnetic sub-levels coincides with the set laser frequency, an increase in the fluorescence signal
can be observed. The amplitude of the peaks is proportional to the transition probability and the
width is proportional to the Doppler broadening. Possible increase of magnetic field resolution
can be achieved if Doppler effect is suppressed, for example using nanocells [3]. A. Mozers
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